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Why you should read this white paper
This document presents CHOReVOLUTION, an innovative integrated
platform for the development of secure and dynamic applications
based on service compositions. It describes how CHOReVOLUTION:
• Addresses the challenges of the Future Internet that is
characterized by the combination of services, mobile devices,
things, open data and large scale deployments.
• Innovates by bringing security, dynamicity and scalability to
service composition through its unique choreography approach.
• Brings solutions to well-known issues in service compositions in
IoT environments such as security, heterogeneity and
distributed coordination.
• Provides a front end for the design and monitoring of
applications and a back end for their generation and
deployment over the cloud.
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The CHOReVOLUTION Challenge
The European Commission coined the concept of
“Future Internet” to reflect the changing scale of the
Internet and its trend toward the integration and
cooperation of different domains supported by an
expanding network infrastructure. The Future Internet
relies on large-scale computing environments that will
increasingly be connected to a virtually infinite
number of software services. This facilitates the
development of innovative and revolutionary
everyday-life scenarios to support daily human
activities as well as the growth of new markets and
employment opportunities.
The Internet of Things (IoT) adds a level complexity.
In an IoT world we will face all the issues posed by
today's internet but more. We will require services
that can adapt dynamically to changes in events and
conditions without the need for someone at a
keyboard, and services and things table to cooperate
automatically. These services will be deployed in all
sectors – industry, finance, transportation, healthcare,
etc. without limitations. Enabled by cloud computing,
this overall distribution means more freedom, more
reach and more possibilities but we must enable
services to function in an evolving world.

Future smart mobility ecosystems, for instance, will
be highly dynamic and heterogeneous. Travelers will
access traffic information via the mobile network,
vehicles will communicate with each other and the
infrastructure through the network, and traffic control
centers will deploy infrastructures for managing and
processing traffic data. All this data will be
transmitted and shared within the ecosystem.
Efficient utilization of this data enables services such
as, itinerary guidance, speed advise, parking
availability, suggestions of nearby attraction, etc.
Industry requires efficient logistics solutions whereas
local governments and traffic planners are
responsible for a safe and sustainable transportation
environment. Smart mobility ecosystems will help
balance and satisfy the needs of different
stakeholders. In smart mobility ecosystems, all
components, road users, sensors, vehicles and
infrastructure are connected and share information
with each other.
To achieve this and to fulfill the requirements of the
Future Internet, a new computing environment is
necessary. It must be flexible, scalable, dynamic and
secure.

Challenge: Develop a new approach to produce flexible and efficient
applications that can support a large number of service providers, consumers
while managing the heterogeneity of re-used services and things.
Solution: CHOReVOLUTION develops a new software engineering environment
based on implementing dynamic and secure choreographies via dynamic and
distributed coordination of services.
Benefits: CHOReVOLUTION will enable the development of new applications
ranging from innovative business models to emerging societal applications.
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Introduction to CHOReVOLUTION

CHOReVOLUTION is a research project that
addresses the shortcomings developers and users
alike encounter in using services in a “Future Internet”
perspective. The Future Internet will comprise
thousands upon thousands of different services that
will potentially be interconnected to form new
applications and cooperate and collaborate with each
other. Developers need a precise framework that
provides the composition and cooperation
infrastructure.
CHOReVOLUTION makes the Future Internet real in
a world where more and more services and devices
are connected. CHOReVOLUTION enables service
composition over the internet irrespective, of where
these services are running.
The CHOReVOLUTION project develops a platform
for the generation and execution of scalable and
robust business applications that leverage the
distributed collaboration of services and things. As
illustrated in the figure below, the platform is designed
to help build cost-effective and secured solutions
across industries and domains such as smart cities,
IoT in retail, intelligent transportations, manufacturing
and healthcare.

The markets that will benefit from this open source
platform are those where people compose and run
innovative IoT/IoS (Internet of Things and Internet of
Services) secure applications that rely on cloud
infrastructures.
With CHOReVOLUTION, it is now possible to
envision smart cities where innovative software
platforms and related hardware infrastructures
forming a fully interconnected smart mobility
ecosystem will assist their inhabitants in their
everyday activities. Complex smart mobility
ecosystems will address the different needs and
expectations of, for example, users, pedestrians and
car drivers, or systems such as public and private
transportation, and in all business sectors such as
tourism, shopping, etc.
CHOReVOLUTION will be a product thats exploits
virtual infrastructure for developing composition of
services by means of choreographies.
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The New Technology Stack
The Future Internet promotes the production of largescale computing environments that will be surrounded
by a virtually infinite number of resources including:
•

Internet of Content, where content is “any
type and volume of media.”

•

Internet of Services, an “umbrella term to
describe several interacting phenomena that
will shape the future of how services are
provided and operated on the Internet.”

•

Internet of Things, described as a “global
network infrastructure, linking physical and
virtual objects through the exploitation of data
capture and communication capabilities.”

The Future Internet is characterized by new levels in
the scale and heterogeneity of its operations and the
need for interoperability.
In terms of heterogeneity, the Internet is evolving from
islands of interconnected objects to Internet-scale
connection of highly heterogeneous objects (vehicles,
sensors, mobiles devices, home appliances, etc.)
specialist on-line services and applications to Cloud
Computing and the provision of everything as
services, spanning different business and technical
domains. It is increasingly made up of global-scale
services/content mashups across smart devices,
products and information systems.
The CHOReVOLUTION platform aims to leverage
opportunities offered by the Future Internet. As a
technology supporting the development of new
applications for the Future Internet, it becomes part
of the emerging type of technology platform or
“stack” destined to enable new applications and
services/content with different types, formats and
contexts.

The broad Future Internet space is moving toward a
platform model encompassing a number of
functional layers. A Future Internet platform is an IoT
platform that typically includes five layers as
illustrated below. Running on top of hardwarespecific interfaces these layers are complemented
by Analytics, Security and professional services.
At the lowest level, the technology stack enables a
device to connect with other devices (via a wire,
wireless, WiFi, Bluetooth, or cellular). At the highest
level, it requires building a cloud to which the device
will connect and creating a big data database to
aggregate data from multiple devices, internal
business systems and external sources. Data
analytics are needed to analyze and derive value
from the massive amounts of data collected from
connected services, from user behavior as well as
from devices. In between, there needs to be an
application platform and various business
applications. All of these technologies must be
connected securely, which makes cybersecurity
critical and exponentially more complex. All of these
elements of the technology stack need to be
addressed prior to developing and launching an
application or a product. From the perspective of the
architecture, the CHOReVOLUTION platform
belongs to the Application enablement layer.

•

Device management

•

Connectivity management

•

Application enablement

•

Data management

•

Cloud computing
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Service Choreographies vs
Orchestration
Different to the conventional orchestration approach,
choreographies are a specific method for composing
services. CHOReVOLUTION builds on the service
choreography approach developed by the CHOReOS
project. A project partially funded by the European
Commission within the framework of the FP7
program, CHOReOS proposed a model-driven
development approach and delivered the prototype of
an integrated development and runtime environment
(IDRE) for designing and executing service
choreographies.
Current service-based engineering relies heavily on
service orchestrations, which can be specified in
various formats including Business Process
Execution Language (BPEL) and Business Process
Model and Notation (BPMN). Orchestration is
centralized: it composes multiple concrete services
into a larger application in a controlled manner from a
single service coordinator perspective. Such an
approach is good for static environments where
services are predefined and rarely change but is is
not adapted to the volatile environment of the Future
Internet. For example, it fails to satisfy the needs of
mobile applications that need to work across different
locations and cannot be coupled to concrete services.
This is where service choreography steps in.

Service choreography is a different, looser way to
specify service: it only defines the participants and
protocols between them without binding
choreography tasks to concrete services. Instead, it
selects services at runtime based only on their ability
to comply with the choreography specifications.
Choreographies can be seen as a workflow – not a
workflow for end-users but among services that must
collaborate.
Choreography means there is no central intelligence
coordinating the interaction between services: of
course there is a need for some intelligence but with
choreography it is distributed among the services.
There is no bottleneck and applications can attain far
greater scalability than with traditional orchestration
methods. Another advantage of the choreography
approach is no central point of failure, applications
are much more resilient.
The need for service choreography was already
recognized in BPMN 2.0, which introduced specific
extensions for modeling choreography tasks.
Despite their unique advantages, service
choreographies are still in practice little used
because of the lack of supporting methods and tools
for choreography-based software engineering.
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CHOReVOLUTION Innovations
CHOReVOLUTION ensures the distributed
coordination of services in a context characterized
by dynamic changes. These include, on the one
hand, goal-changes, as users and involved business
organizations may change their needs and, on the
other, preferences and context-changes as services
may be substituted, and network conditions,
available resources and so forth may evolve.

CHOReVOLUTION choreographies will continuously
evolve to meet new and modified requirements and
to support new technologies. Managing change is
paramount because choreographies may be in
operation for a long period of time. Moreover, large
scale operations will make it impractical to replace or
regenerate the whole choreography process
whenever a change occurs.

These changes are handled by CHOReVOLUTION
dynamically through automatic generation of specific
artefacts.

Yet another key innovation is CHOReVOLUTION
studio, an Eclipse-based user friendly environment.
This environment covers all the steps from inception,
to design, implementation and deployment, which all
software developers and architects have to contend
with. The illustration below shows a high-level
overview of the CHOReVOLUTION approach to the
development of choreographies that span the whole
choreography life cycle, from modeling, synthesis, to
enactment and execution on the cloud.

Coordination: Does services interaction need to be
suitably coordinated in a fully distributed way?
CHOReVOLUTION generates distributed
coordination delegates.
Security: Is secure communication between
services required? CHOReVOLUTION generates
security filters.
Heterogeneity: Do middleware protocols vary
depending on stakeholders? CHOReVOLUTION
generates binding components.
Interoperability: Do different protocols need to be
able to communicate with each other (critical in IoT)?
CHOReVOLUTION generates adaptors.

A further innovation is that CHOReVOLUTION
provides a way to manage a catalog of services
which facilitates the service composition phase.
CHOReVOLUTION leverages the flexibility of cloud
computing in the deployment of choreographies.
CHOReVOLUTION automatically distributes and
binds the various parts of choreographies that have
to collaborate on virtual cloud infrastructures.
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The Integrated Platform
The CHOReVOLUTION platform is a toolbox of wellintegrated front end and back end components
enhanced by a flexible cloud infrastructure.

The CHOReVOLUTION Front End
The Front end is comprised of the Studio and the
Console.
The CHOReVOLUTION Studio is an Eclipse-based
IDE that allows choreography designers and service
providers to:
•

A. Design a choreography exploiting the
CHOReVOLUTION notation (based on
BPMN2 Choreography Diagrams);

•

B. Define all the details required to instrument
the interaction among the services involved in
the choreography (e.g. service signatures,
protocols, QoS, identity attributes and roles);

•

C. Drive the generation of Binding
Components (BCs), Security Filters (SFs),
Adaptors (As), and Coordination Delegates
(CDs) exploiting the automated generation
facilities offered by the Synthesis Processor.

The CHOReVOLUTION Console is a web-based
application that allows choreography owners to:
•

A. Configure, administer and trigger corrective
actions on running services and
choreographies;

•

B. Monitor the execution of a choreography
with respect to relevant parameters, such as
execution time of choreography tasks, number
of messages exchanged for the execution of
tasks, end-to-end deadlines, etc.
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The CHOReVOLUTION Back End
The CHOReVOLUTION backend provides
the following features (see picture):
•

A. Generation of the Concrete
Choreography specification and all
the required BCs, As, CDs, SFs;

•

B. Deployment, configuration and
control of BCs, As, CDs, SFs on the
CHOReVOLUTION cloud
infrastructure;

•

C. Management of authentication
and authorization for services at
run-time that uses different security
mechanisms at protocol level by
storing various credentials on behalf
of the caller; management of
authorization policies;

•

D. Propagation/synchronization of
service/user profiles to/from
external resources and provision of
managed services.

All the components described here aim at
executing concrete service choreography
instances on a cloud infrastructure and
adapting the execution based on the actual
application context.
At execution time, for each choreography,
in the CHOReVOLUTION cloud, there are:
•

A. A set of choreography instances
at different execution states;

•

B. A set of virtual machines
executing a custom-tailored mix of
services and middleware
components to serve different parts
of the choreography.
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Getting Started
Creating new services with CHOReVOLUTION offers
multiple benefits for application developers and
maintainers and enhances end-user satisfaction.
Services developed with CHOReVOLUTION are both
dynamic and secure.
Organizations that develop CHOReVOLUTION skills
are able to generate valuable innovative services.

Planning for CHOReVOLUTION
• Learn about the choreography
extensions to BPMN2 and BPMN2
choreography diagrams and
modelling.

CHOReVOLUTION is the platform that will enable
organizations and cities, to derive the full potential of
the Future Internet and innovative IoT-enabled
applications.

• Download CHOReVOLUTION from
the AppHub marketplace.
• Identify what type of application you
want to target.

CHOReVOLUTION can be made available either as
an integrated platform or as standalone components.

• Start with user requirements, define
end-user scenarios

CHOReVOLUTION distributions are published and
updated regularly. Different distributions are
available either with some or all of the components
and are virtual machine-ready. They can be
deployed directly from the AppHub portal at
www.apphub.eu.com.

• Select already available basic services
that have to cooperate.
• Learn more by visiting
chorevolution.eu

Component

o.s. license

CHOReVOLUTION Studio

Apache License 2.0.

Synthesis Processor

Apache License 2.0.

Federation Server

GPL 3.0

Identity Manager

Apache License 2.0.

Enactment Engine

Apache License 2.0.

VSB

Apache License 2.0

For more information and more interaction with the CHOReVOLUTION designers, please:
1. Read the Technical White Paper: http://www.chorevolution.eu/bin/view/Discover/Whitepaper
2. Register to the beta-test campaign: http://www.chorevolution.eu/bin/view/Documentation/WebHome
3. Check for ready-to-use packages on AppHub: https://directory.apphub.eu.com/organization/chorevolution
4. Or download the Platform Software from the repository: https://gitlab.ow2.org/chorevolution
5. Read the online documentation: http://www.chorevolution.eu/bin/view/Documentation/WebHome
6. Join and follow the community: http://www.chorevolution.eu/bin/view/Community/WebHome
7. Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/CHOR_eVOLUTION
8. Follow us on LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8238562
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The CHOReVOLUTION Contributors are
Thales Communications & security
Inria
Universita degli Studi dell'Aquila
Cefriel scrl
RI.SE (Viktoria Swedish ICT)
Tirasa srl
OW2
Softeco Sismat srl
Check out CHOReVOLUTION at

Download CHOReVOLUTION
from AppHub.eu.com

www.chorevolution.eu

CHOReVOLUTION has received funding from the European Union’s
H2020 research and innovation programme
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